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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we continue the study of rc-blocks by showing that there 
is a reasonable analogue of the theory of subpairs (Alperin and Broue [ 11) 
for n-blocks (at least as long as we stick to nilpotent rc-subgroups). In 
general, although there is a good analogue of Brauer’s Second Main 
Theorem for rc-blocks (e.g., Iizuka [3] or Robinson [4]), there is no 
analogue of Brauer’s First or Third Main Theorems (even in x-separable 
groups; (e.g., Slattery [S])). 
We show in this paper that an analogue of Brauer’s Third Main 
Theorem for x-blocks does hold for groups with a cyclic Hall rc-subgroup. 
The proof uses the theory of rc-subpairs developed in the first part of the 
paper, together with Dade’s theory of blocks with cyclic defect groups. 
1. ON THE 7C-SUBPAIRS 
Let G be a finite group and 7c a non-empty set of primes such that each 
p E rc divides the order of G. Let o be a primitive IGl th root of unity and 
R, = (m/B I g, PE ZCol, and /? $ p for any prime ideal p of H[o] with 
IGl, EP}. A x-block of G can be thought of as a non-empty subset B of 
Irr(G) which is minimal subject to CxEB x(x) x(v) = 0 whenever XE G is 
x-regular and y E G.is n-singular. To the x-block B of G, there corresponds 
a primitive idempotent EE Z(R,G) (cf. [4]), and we will always denote the 
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idempotent in 2(&G) corresponding to x-blocks B, A with E, F, respec- 
tively. We will denote p-blocks (for any prime p) with b and Q and their 
corresponding idempotents with e and f, respectively. The principal 
z-block of G, i.e., the n-block containing the trivial character, will be 
denoted by B,(G) (or eventually by Bg’(G)) and the corresponding 
idempotent of course by E,(G) (Er’(G)). 
Before we start our investigations, we want to collect some easy lemmas 
comparing the primitivity of idempotents in Z(R,G) and in Z(R,H) for 
certain subgroups H, and we include their proofs for the sake of complete- 
ness. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and B a z-block of N. 
(a) If there exist a PE IT and a p-block ZC_ B such that 8 is 
G-invariant, then B is also G-invariant. 
(b) If G/N is a x-group, then 
E:= 1 E’g E Z( R,G) is primitive. 
gtC&%,.G 
Proof. (a) Clearly, for any g E G, @ is a p-block of N which is 
contained in Bg. As 5 = gg and B is the unique n-block of N containing %, 
we conclude that B = gg for any g E G. 
(b) Suppose that E= E, + E2, where E,, E2 are idempotents in 
Z(R,G). Since all n-regular elements of G lie in N, we conclude that E,, 
E, E Z(R,N). So we may assume without loss of generality that E, ,!?= E. 
We obtain for any gc G that E, Eg = EfEg = (E,E)g = ERI so that 
E, E = E, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let P be a n-subgroup of G, and let Q, R be subgroups of 
P. We then have 
(a) If .!? is a primitive idempotent of Z(R,C,(P)), then B is aiso a 
primitive idempotent in Z( R, QC,( P)). 
(b) If E is a primitive idempotent of Z(R,&C,(P)), then E is also a 
primitive idempotent in Z(R, C,( P)). 
(c) If E is a primitive idempotent of Z(R,QCa(P)), then E is also a 
primitive idempotent in Z(R, RC,( P)). 
(d) Suppose that G = PC,(P). If E is a primitive idempotent of 
Z(R,C,(Q)), then E is also a primitive idempotent of Z(R,C,(R)). 
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Proof (a) Since EEZ(R,C,(P)), ,!? is Q-invariant and Lemma 1.1(b) 
yields the result. 
(b) Let Z?EZ(R,C,(P)) be a primitive idempotent with EZ?=Z?. As 
E:E Z(R, QC,( P)) by (a), we have EE= E, which implies E = Z?. 
(c) Obvious from (a) and (b). 
(d) We have by Dedekind’s identity C,(Q) = C,(P)Pn Co(Q) = 
C,(P)(Pn C,(Q)) = C,(Q) Co(P) and C,(R) = C,(R) C,(P), so that (c) 
yields the result. 
Let I,(G) be the R,-submodule of Z(R,G) generated by the idempotents. 
For any prime p and any p-subgroup P of G, we denote by Br:: 
1JG) -+ Z,(C,(P)) the lift of the usual Brauer-homomorphism. For our 
definition of rc-subpairs and their inclusion, we first have to show that, for 
PE rr, the restriction of Brz to I,(G) maps onto Z,(C,(P)) if P is cyclic 
(cf. Theorem 1.4(g)). To do this, we need the following lemma, which is 
nothing but a reformulation of R. Brauer’s Second Main Theorem. In 
essence this has been done in [4], but since we need a part of the proof 
for later arguments, we include the whole proof for the convenience of the 
reader. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let x be a p-element and b a p-block of G. By Theorem 5 
of [4], there is a subset b(x) of Irr(C,(x)) which forms a union of p-blocks 
of C,(x) and has the following properties: 
(a) Whenever y, z are p-regular elements of C,(x), then 
x;b xw’J’-l) x(xz)= c /4.J-‘) P(Z). P E b(l) 
(b) U’henever x E b and y is a p-regular element in Co(x), we have 
X(XY) = &d!(.x) (XI Cc(xj9 CL) PtxY). 
(c) Whenever x E Irr(G) and there are complex numbers { cJp E b(x)} 
such that X(XY) = ChzEb(l) c,A.vjf or all p-regular elements y E Co(x), then 
either x E b or else x vanishes on the p-section of x. 
Then a p-block 6 of C,(x) is contained in b(x) if and on@ if, aG = b in the 
sense of R. Brauer. 
Proof: Let b”i, . . . . 8,, be the p-blocks of C,(x) which are contained in 
b(x). By (b), we have for each x E b and each p-regular element y E C,(x) 
that x(x~)=X, CbEb, d$‘d(y), where the 4’s run over all modular 
irreducibles in bi (1 < i< n). By Brauer’s Second Main Theorem for 
p-blocks, each p-block b” of C,(x) which satisfies gG = b is one of the b;s. 
Since b is an arbitrary p-block of G, and since each p-block b” of C,(X) 
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satisfies sG = a for precisely one p-block a of G, we must have bc = b for 
each in (I, . . . . n>. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let x be a n-element of G and B a n-block of G. Then 
there is a uniquely determined subset B(x) of Irr(C,(xj) which forms a union 
of z-blocks of C,(x j and has the following properties: 
(a) Whenever y, z are n-regular elements of C,(x), then 
(b) Whenever x E B and y is a z-regular element in C,(x), we have 
(c) Whenever x E Irr(G) and there are complex numbers {c,,/,u E B(x) j 
such that x(x),) = xP. B(X) cPu(xy) for all z-regular elements y = Co(x), then 
either x E B or else x vanishes on the z-section of x. 
Moreover, we have: 
(d) ICG(x)I-1 1 x(x) 1 x(x-‘y-‘)J 
I’B y c C&),~ 
is either an idempotent of Z( R, CG(x j), or else is 0. 
(e) If B and B’ are distinct n-blocks of G, then the corresponding 
idempotents of Z(R,C,(x)j obtained in (dj are orthogonal. 
(fj If F is any primitive idempotent in Z(R,C,(x)), there is a unique 
n-block B of G such that 
F. /C&x)1-’ 1 &Y) 1 
( 
x(xP1y-‘)y =F. 1 
XEB “E CG(X)x / 
(g) If x is a p-element for some prime p 65 71, then 
E(x) = E Br:,, = IC,(x)l-’ 
x 1 x(-u) 1 x(-~-‘~~‘)uEZ(R,CG()L.jj, 
XEB FE Cdxk 
where E(x) E Z(R,C,(x)) is the idempotent corresponding to B(x). 
(h) Suppose that n= {pI ,..., p,} and let x=x1. ... .x,, where xi is 
the pi-part of .x for iE (1, . . . . n}. We then have ,for any permutation CT of 
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ProoJ: We first show that, if a union of rc-blocks B(x) having property 
(a) exists, then it is uniquely determined by B. We do this by showing that 
the class function z pEB(xj n( 1)~ is determined by B. Since B(x) is a union 
of rc-blocks, C ,.B(x+41Mz)=O h w  enever z is a n-singular element of 
C,(x) (cf. Lemma 1 of [4]); whenever z E C,(x) is z-regular, we have 
c ,,B(x-)~(lj~C1(~)=~:yEB~(~-1)~(~-7), so that C,..(,,PW is deter- 
mined by B. 
We next show by induction on the number of prime divisors of 1 (x)I 
that a union of rc-blocks B(x) with property (a) exists. If x = 1, then 
B(x)=B. So, let p be a prime divisor of I(x)l, r:=rc\{p}, and 
x = ;Y& = x’x~, .xP a p-element and x’ a @-element. By Theorem 5 of [4], 
there is a union of p-blocks B(x,) such that, whenever y, ZE CG(-yp) are 
p-regular, we have CXEB x(x;‘Y-‘) x(x,z) = CPEB(Xp) PW’) P(Z). We 
claim that, in fact, B(x,) is a union of rc-blocks. Using Lemma 1 of [4], it 
suffices to prove that C, E B(fPrp) ,u( y -‘) p(z) = 0 for I’, .z E C,(x), y n-regular 
and z rc-singular. As B(xp) IS a union of p-blocks, we may assume that z 
is p-regular, but r-singular. Thus yxP is r-singular and xPz is r-singular. 
Now we obtain by Lemma 1 of [4] that &E.,,,&~-‘)~(z)= 
CXEB x(“pYj x(x/J) =o, as B is a union of r-blocks. Thus, B(x,) is a 
union of z-blocks, as claimed. 
By induction, there is a union of rc-blocks B(x) of C,,(,,(x’) = C,(x), 
such that, whenever y, z E C,(x) are n-regular, we have 
Jy) v(y-‘) v(z) = c p(x’-‘y-l) p(x’z). (*) 
P F Bb+) 
As x’~‘JJ-’ and x’z are p-regular elements of C&x,), we conclude 
Hence B(x) is a union of x-blocks which satisfies property (a); (b) and (c) 
now follow from Lemma 4 of [4]. 
Cd) BY (a) we have that X:,EB~(x-l~-l) x(x)=C,~B(~,P(I(~~) ~(1) 
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whenever ~7 is a n-regular element in c&j. As B(x) is a union of a-blocks, 
we see again by Lemma 1 of [4] that 
which is an idempotent of Z(R,C,(x)) if B(x) is non-empty, and is Cl if 
B(x) is empty. 
(e) and (f) It is clear that 
so that each primitive idempotent of 2(&C,(x)) occurs at least once in a 
decomposition of an idempotent as in (d). Also CxElrr(Gj lu(x)j” = 
icG(x)l = ~pcIrr(Cc(x)) dr)‘, whilst by (a) we have CzEB /x(x)1*= 
CArE B(.rj p( 1)‘. Since each x-block of C,(x) occurs at least once, there can 
be no duplication in the decomposition of idempotents arising from distinct 
n-blocks of G, so (e) and (f) follow. 
(g) Let x be a p-element for some p E 1~. Moreover, let E = xi= 1 ei, 
where the e:s are primitive idempotents in Z&G). By Lemma 1.3, we 
have for all p-regular elements y, ZE C,(x) that CIEb( ~(x-‘y~‘) I = 
Cpcbr(.x, P(I!-‘) P(Z), h w  ere bj(x) is the union of all p-blocks bj of C&x) 
with (b;)G = bi. If e,(x) E Z(R,C,(x)) denotes the central idempotent 
corresponding to b,(x), we have ei BrF-X) = e,(x). Altogether, we obtain 
EBrTX,> = x;=, e, Bry?,> = C;= I e,(x) = E(x), where E(x) E Z(R,C,jx)) is 
the idempotent corresponding to B(x), i.e., 
The proof of (g) is complete. 
(h) We prove by induction on the number of prime divisors of x that 
EBf&;,, BrCG(J1)BrCGhd :-Q> <.x3> 
. . . Br~;IX’-&--‘) = E(x). 
X” 
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We have as in (d) that 
lcG(*~)I-l 1 d1) 1 VW’LY 
YE B(X) J’s Cc(x) 
= lGc~)l-’ c 41) 1 VW’)Y 
YE S(x) YE CG(~)d 
= I&-(x)(-’ c x(x) 1 x(.x-1y-1)4’ 
2ceB )’ E Cd.’ h 
On the other hand, let p, be a prime divisor of I(x)I. By (g) and (a) we 
have 
EB?&,,= (CG(.xI)I PI 1 x(x1) 1 x(.~;~z~i)z 
XEB 2 E CG(Xl)pi 
=ICGblrl c P(1) c 14-1)z=&l). 
vEB(Xl) z E C&, ) 
By induction, we know that 
(E(x,)) Br~~~;I)Br~.~~;1X?‘...BrC~~1”2.“”n-1’= (E(xi))(x2 . ..x.,) 
and by (a) we get 
(E(x-,))(*~2...Xrz) 
= IccG(x*)(x2 ~..&)I -I 1 v(l) c VW’1.Y 
v~B(x,)(~~...x.) gt C&c) 
IC,(x)l-’ c p(xz...x,) 1 p(X;l...X;lf--l)y 
PEBh) Y  6 CG(X).~ 
Ic,(xjl-1 C ~(1) 1 v(J+)Y=~.x). (*I 
1,~ B(x) 4’ E CGb!lr 
The proof is complete. 
We are now able to define n-subpairs and their inclusion. 
DEFINITION 1.5. (a) Let P be a nilpotent rr-subgroup of G and B a 
nzblock of C,(P). Then we call (P, B) a rr-subpair of G. 
(b) Let (P, B), (Q, A) be two rc-subpairs of G with Q 4 P of prime 
index p. Let x E P- Q be a p-element, so that P = Q(x). In such a situa- 
tion, we define (Q, A) 4 (P, B) if, and only if, the following hold: 
(i) A is invariant under conjugation by P. 
(ii) FBr;,> PCG(Q) .E=E. 
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Note that by (i) and Theorem 1,4(d) and (g), FBr:,CF’Q’ is an idempotent 
in Z(R,PC,(Q) n C,(x)) or else is 0; as the z-regular elements of 
PC,(Q) n C,(s) and of C,(P) = C,(Q) n C,(x) are the same, FBr~“Q’ 
is an idempotent in Z( R, C,( P)) or else is 0, and the definition is independ- 
ent of the choice of x. 
(c) Let (P, B), (Q, A) be two rr-subpairs of 6. We say 
(Q, A) c (P, B) provided there are rc-subpairs (P,, B,), (P2, B2j2 ..~. 
(P,, 4,) with (PI, B,)=(P, W, (P,, B,)=(Q,A), (Pi+l, Bi+l)~(Pj, B,j 
and IPi: Pi+ll is a prime for 1 <i<n. 
(d) If (1, A) E (P, B) are n-subpairs, we call (P, B) an A-subpair. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let (P, B) be a x-subpair of G and Q a subgroup of P. 
Then there exists a unique 7t-subpair (Q, A) with (Q, A) c (P, B). 
Proof: We use induction on 1 P : Ql. Suppose that 1 P : Ql = p E r. Let x 
be a p-element in P- (2, so that P= Q(x). Moreover, let b be a p-block 
of C,(P) with b c B, and let a be the unique p-block of C,(Q) with 
(Q, a) E (P, b). Then a is P-invariant and f BrT.$‘Q’ . e = e. Now let A be 
the z-block with a 5 A. Then FBr{F”‘. E #O, so that FBrTz’o’. E= E. 
Since a is P-invariant, A is P-invariant also by Lemma 1.1 (a), and we 
obtain (Q, A) c (P, B). By Theorem 1.4(a), A is unique with this property, 
Now, let p 1 (P: QI, but p< lP: Ql. The existence of a rr-subpair (Q, A) 
with (Q, A) c (P, B) follows by induction, and only the uniqueness remains 
to be proved. So let (PI, B,), (P2, Bd, . . . . (p,, B,,), (Q,, Al), (Q2, 4, . . . . 
(Q,,A,) be n-subpairs of G with (Pl,B,)=(P, B), (Ql,A,)=(P,Bj, 
Pn=Qn=Q and (Pi+I,Bi+ljQ(f’j,Bj)v (Qii.I,Aj-+,)Q(Q,,A;j, and 
IPi: P,+Il, IQi: Qi+ ,I are primes for 1 di<n. We have to show that 
(P,, B,,) = (Q,,, A,,). If Pz = Q2, then the first step of our proof shows that 
(P2, B,) = (Q2, A& and by induction, there is a unique rr-subspair (Q, A) 
with (Q. A)E: (P2, B2) = (Q2, ‘4J. Thus (P,, B,) = (Q. A) = (Q,, *4,). So 
suppose that P, # Q2 and let R : = P, n Q2. Then there are unique 
rc-subpairs (R, B’), (R, A’) with (R, B’) 4 (P2, B2) and (R: A’) 4 (Q2, AZ). 
We claim that (R, B’) = (R, A’). Let XE P2 - R and J: E Q2 - R. Ef 
j P : RI = p2 for some p E r, we choose x, 1: to be p-elements. As we have 
e Br~fdR’Br~~y(P’) = e Br&dWBr;~(Q’l f or all P-invariant p-blocks b in 
C,(Rj, we conclude that (lk, B’) = [A, ;4’). So let /P : RI = pq for some p? 
qE rc with p # q. Then P/R is cyclic and we choose without loss of 
generality x to be a p-element and y to be a q-element with xy = Y,Y. We 
have 
and 
F, . F’ Br~~,FC’RJBr~$(@) # 0. 
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AS E, = E=F1, Theorem 1.4(h) and (e) yields that E’= F’, and the claim 
is established. Now induction yields that there exists a unique z-subpair 
(Q, A) with (Q, A) E (R, B’), so that (Q, A) c (P2, &) and (Q, A)s 
(Q2, 4). As ip,, B,js (P2, &) and (Q,, A,jc (Q2, Ad, we obtain by 
induction (P,!, B,) = (Q, A) = (Q,, A,). The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let P be a p-subgroup of G, (P, Bj a x-subpair, and 
(P, 6) a p-subpair of G with b c B and Q 6 P. We then have 
(a) If a is the p-block of C,(Q) such that (Q, a)s (P, b), then 
(1, A) c (P, B), where A denotes the x-block of C,(Q) with a & A. 
(b) If A is the n-block of C,(Q) such that (Q, A) E (P, B), then 
(Q, a) c (P, 6) for some p-block a of C,(Q) with a G A. 
(c) Suppose that Q is normal in P and let A be a x-block of C,(Q). 
Then we have (Q, A) s (P, Bj if, and OF+ if, A is invariant under P and 
F BrpCG(Q) . E = E. 
P 
Proof: (a) Obvious from the first part of the proof of Theorem 1.6 
and induction. 
(b) Obvious from the uniqueness of a and A and (a). 
(c) Suppose that (Q, A) c (P, B). Let b be a p-block of C,(P) and a 
a p-block of C,(Q) with (Q, a) -3 (P, 6). Just as in the first step of the 
proof of Theorem 1.6, we finish this part of the proof. Suppose, on the 
other hand, that A is P-invariant and F BrcCG(Q) . E = E. Let b be a p-block 
of Co(P) with bs B. Then there exists a unique p-block a of C,(Q) 
with (Q, a) 4 (P, b). Then a is P-invariant and f BrFCG(Q) .e = e. Thus 
fBr5CG’Q). E& 0, so that as A by Theorem 1.4(e). By (a), we now 
conclude (Q, A) E (P, B). 
Remark 1.8. Let P, Q be nilpotent z-subgroups of G and H any 
subgroup of G. We then have 
(a) If PC,(P) c H, then (P, B) is a n-subpair of G if, and only if, 
(P, B) is a rr-subpair of H. 
(b) If PC,(P), QCJQ) c H and if (P, B), (Q, A) are rr-subpairs, 
then (Q, A) s (P, B) inside G if, and only if, (Q, A) E (P, B) inside H. 
We now want to investigate the inclusion of n-subpairs when 
G = PC,(P) for some nilpotent z-subgroup P. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Suppose that G= PC,(P) for some nilpotent 
7r-subgroup P. Let (R, B) be any 7t-subpair of G and let Z be a subgroup of 
P. Then Q : = <R, Z) is nilpotent and if (Q, A) is a 7t-subpair of G, we have 
(R, B)c(Q, A) if andonly iJI E.F=F 
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Proof Note that EE Z(R, C,(Q)) since C,(Z) contains all n-regular 
elements. We will use induction on IQ : RI. We are done if Q = R, so let 
R=Q,-=IQ,,-,-a ... 4 Q2 4 Q, = Q be a composition series with it > 1. 
By Theorem 1.6, there exist rr-subpairs (Q2, A,), (R, B’) with (Qz, A2) Q 
(Q,A) and (R, B’) E ( Q2, A,). Thus F, is Q-invariant and 
F2 Br’$T;(Q2J. F= F, w h erexEZ-Qzisap-element andp=lQ:Qz/;since 
all n-regular elements are contained in C,(x), we obtain Fz. F= F. 
Moreover, we have E’ . F2 = F, by induction. On the one hand, if (R, B) z 
(Q, A j, then B = B’ by Theorem 1.6 and therefore EF = E’F= E’(F2 F) = 
(E’F2)F= F2F=F. On the other hand, if EF=F, we conclude F=EF= 
E(F,F) = (EF,) F, so that EF, # 0, which implies EF2 = F,. By induction, 
(R, B) c ( Q2, A2), hence (R, B) E (Q: A). The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 1.10. Suppose that G= PC,(P) for some nilpotent 
n-subgroup P of G. Let (R, A), (Q, B) b e n-subpairs of G with R z Q c P, 
We then haoe (R, A) s (Q, B) if, and only if, F= E. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.9, we have (R, A) c (Q, B) if: and only if, 
F. E = E. But Lemma 1.2(d) shows that E is primitive in Z( R,C,( R)), so 
that F, E= E if, and only if, F= E, 
COROLLARY 1.11. Let P = (x ) be a cyclic x-subgroup of G, B a n-block 
of G, and A a n-block of C,(P). Then (1, B) c (P, A) g and only !A 
A z B(s). 
Proof: If P is a p-group for some p E rr, Corollary 1.7(c) and Theorem 
1.4(g) yield the result. Thus let P be a n-group and let p E rc with p j lPl. 
Let x = xpx’, where -7cp E O,(P) and x’ E O,.(P). By Theorem 1.6, there is a 
unique z-block E’ of &(0,(P)) with (O,(P), B’) c (9, A). Let 
U := C&O,(P)). By Proposition 1.9, we have (1, f3’) z (O,(P), B’) inside 
U and (OJP), A) G (P, A) inside U. Hence (1, B’) E (O,.(P), A) inside CT 
and by induction, we have 
(1, B’)z(O,,(P), A)- AsB’(x’). 
On the other hand, we have 
(1, B) G (P, A)- (1, B) c (O,(P), B’)o B’c B(x-,). 
The proof of Theorem 1.4(h) now yields the result. 
We now want to introduce the notion of defect groups for n-blocks. 
DEFINITION 1.12. Let A be a x-block of G. If (P, B) is a maximal 
A-subpair (with respect to inclusion), we call P a defect group of A. 
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Note that the defect groups of a z-block need not be conjugate, for 
EXAMPLE 1.13. Let Gz S, and let rc = {2,3). We then have 
(1, h(G)) 4 (Ax, &(Ad) and (1, G(G) 4 (G, B&G)), and as A, and H2 
are maximal nilpotent 7c-subgroups of G, they are defect groups of B,(G). 
In spite of this, we are able to prove some facts about the defect groups 
of n-blocks. 
PROPOSITION 1.14. Suppose that G= PC,(P) for some nilpotent 
x-subgroup P of G. Then P is contained in each defect group. 
ProoJ: Let A be a n-block of G and let (Q, B) be an A-subpair. Then 
PQ is nilpotent. As EEZ(R,C,(PQ)), let 3 be a z-block of C,(PQ) such 
that E. i?= g. Then (Q, B) E (PQ, Bj by Proposition 1.9 and (PQ, 3) is an 
A-subpair. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let A be a x-block of G and x a z-element of G. Zf 
there is an irreducible character x E ‘4 which does not vanish on the z-section 
of x, x must lie in some defect group of A. 
ProoJ By Theorem 1.4, there exists a rc-block B of C,(x) such that 
Let (P, B’) be a maximal rr-subpair of G such that ((x), B) 5 (P, B’). Then 
by Definition 1.12, P is a defect group of A with x E P. 
COROLLARY 1.16. Let (P, B) be a maximal z-subpair of G, and let B’ be 
the n-block of PC,(P) with E’= E. Then P is the unique defect group of B’ 
and any character in B’ vanishes on all elements whose n-parts do not lie 
in P. 
ProoJ: Let H : = PC,(P). Then (P, B) is a x-subpair of H. Let (Q, A) 
be a n-subpair of H such that (P, B) _c (Q, A). Then C,(Q) E Co(P), so 
that QC,(Q) _C H. Remark 1.8(b) shows that (P, B) _c (Q, A) inside G and 
thus (P, B) = (Q, A). Thus (P, B) is a maximal B’-subpair by Corollary 
1.10. By Proposition 1.14, we conclude that P is the unique defect group of 
B’, and Proposition 1.15 now yields the full proposition. 
To conclude this section, we turn our attention to the principal n-block. 
PROPOSITION 1.17. Let (P, B,) be a principal x-subpair of G, i.e., B, is 
the principal block of C,(P). Zf (Q, A) is a x-subpair such that (Q, A) E 
(P, B, j, then A is the principal n-block of C&Q). 
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ProoJ: By induction on ) P : Ql, we may assume that 1 P : Q f = p for 
some p E n. Thus F is P-invariant and FBr~~‘Q’. EO = &, where x is a 
p-element in P- Q. Let H := PC,(Q) and let Bb be the principal n-block 
of C,(x). Then Lemma 1.1(b) shows that E~EZ(R,O”(C,(X))) and 
I&E Z(R,O”(C,(x))) both are primitive and correspond to the principal 
n-block of On(C,(x)j, so that Eb = E,. Moreover, Lemma 1.1(b) yields the 
existence of a n-block A’ of H with F’ = F. Thus F’ BrTK,>. Eb = Eb. If bb 
denotes the principal p-block of C,(x), we conclude that there exists a 
p-block a’ of H which is contained in A’ such that j”’ B$, .eb=eb. By 
Theorem 1.4, we obtain 
f’Bt$,,= IC,b)l-’ 1 x(x) 1 xW~Y-‘~L’ 
ilsa’ > t CG(.‘;)p 
=lGtxr’ c P(l) c PW‘)Y> 
/lEU’(X) YE CCC-Y) 
where u’(x) is a union of p-blocks of C,(X), and we conclude that 
&,E a’(x), which means by Lemma 1.3 that (bbjH= a’. Thus u’ is the 
principal p-block of H, hence A’ is the principal n-block of H and A is the 
principal z-block of C,(Q). 
COROLLARY 1.18. (a) Let (P, B,) be a principal 7c-subpair of G. Then 
(P, B,) is maximal if, and only if, P is a maximal nilpotent n-subgroup of 6. 
(b) All maximal nilpotent r-subgroups of G are defect groups of the 
principal n-block of G. 
Proof: (a) Let Q be a maximal nilpotent rr-subgroup of G with P c Q: 
and let (Q, A,) be a principal rc-subpair of G. By Theorem 1.6 and Proposi- 
tion 1.16, we have (P, B,) c (Q, A,j. The proof is complete. 
2. ON THE THIRD MAIN THEOREM FOR K-BLOCKS 
The aim of this section is to prove a version of R. Brauer’s Third Main 
Theorem for z-blocks under the assumption of the existence of a cyclic Hall 
n-subgroup. 
THEOREM 2.1. Szrppose that G has a cyclic Hall r-subgroup H. Then for 
all K< H, Br’(C,(K)) is the unique n-block of C,(K) such that 
( 1, Bg’( G)) c (K, Bb”‘(C,(Kj)). Moreover, for each p E 7~, Br’(G) is a uniotz 
of p-blocks of G of fulI defect. 
ProojY We’ll prove the result by induction on ( 17~1, I KI ). The result is 
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true for 1~1 = 1. So suppose that 1x1 > 1 and that the result has been estab- 
lished for all sets of primes r~ with 101 < 17~1. 
For every prime p E X, we construct a union of p-blocks b, as follows: If 
P := O,(H) =: (x), then 6, = Ub bG, where b runs over all p-blocks of 
C,(P) which are contained in Bc’(C,(P)); then each p-block contained in 
b, has full defect. 
(a) If 5 is a p-block of C,(P) with aG s b,, then b” is contained in 
Bg’(C,(P)): For let 5 be a p-block of C,(P) with zG E b,. By the defini- 
tion of b,, there exists a p-block b of C,(P) with b c Br)(C,(P)) and 
sG = bG. By Richard Brauer’s First Main Theorem, we obtain 
aNGN,(‘) = b.NG(P). Hence there exists a g E N,(P) with bg = 6. Since 
Bg)(C,(P)) is NG( P)-invariant by Lemma 1.1(a), we obtain b” = bg c 
(Bg’( C,( P)))g = Bg’( C,( P)) and (a) has been proved. 
(b) h,cBg’(G): Let’ b be any p-block of C,(P) with 
b_c@‘(C,(P)). Then (1, bG)s (P, b) and Proposition 1.16 shows that 
(1, Bg’(G)) c (P, Bc’(C,(P))). Corollary 1.7 now yields that bc c Bg’(G), 
and (b) is proved. 
(c) If Q := O,(H) =: (y) and XE b,, there exists a set of complex 
numbers { CJ,U E Bg’( C,( P))) such that 
for all z-regular z E C,(XJ)): Let z E C,(xy) be z-regular. Then JZ E C,(P) 
is p-regular, so that, by Lemma 1.3, we can write 
x(x(v-l)) = c c d,,Ic1(J’Z)~ 
b CI,eb 
where b runs over all p-blocks of C,(P) with bG E 6, and the dxti,‘s are 
independent of yz. Thus, by (a), this can be rewritten as 
x(x(yz)) = 1 4, $(vz). 
PE~~‘(CG(PJ) 
Now let T: = O,,( C,( P)), so that C,(P) = P x T. It is easy to check that 
the principal n-block of C,(P) is 
Bg’( C,( P)) = {A x &A E Irr( P), c# E’B~)( T)}, 
where o = K - (p}. Thus, the equation above can be rewritten as 
where the dx,‘s are complex numbers independent of J'Z. 
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Since T has a cyclic Hall o-subgroup, we know by induction that 
Br’(C,(Q)) is the unique o-block such that (I Bg’( T)) E 
(Q, Bg’(C,(Q))), so that we have by Corollary 1.11 and Theorem 1.4(b) 
for all I$ E Bg)( T) that 
where the ddB’s are independent of J’Z. Hence we conclude that 
X(X(PZ)) = 1 d,,6(yz). 
~~&j"'iCr(Q)) 
But C,(Qj=Q,(C,(P))nC,(Q)=QxS, where S=Q~,,,~.(CG(xyjj, and 
thus, we obtain for r = c - (4) that 
and 
@J(c,(xyj)= (2 x a xp/I E Irr(P), CL E Irr(Q), YE B:‘(S) j. 
From this and the last equation, we obtain an equation of the type desired 
in (c). 
Cd) If xEbp and x$b,, then x(xv)= 0: By Theorem 1.4(a), there 
exists a uniquely determined union of rt-blocks of C,(XY) Bg’(G)(.~ycq’) such 
that for all n-regular II, t’ E C,(X~), we have 
By Proposition 1.16 and Corollary 1.11, we have that B~‘(C,(,lcv)j E 
Bg’(Gj(xy). Since x E b,, (c) in particular shows that there exist complex 
numbers {c,Jp E B~‘(G)(,u)t)} such that 
We now can apply Lemma 4 of [4] and obtain that either x E BI;‘(Gj or 
else x(x~) = 0 (in particular). Since x 6 b,, (b) shows that x(xy) =O. 
(ej b,=b, for all p, qE2-c: Suppose that there exist p, q E n 
and XEIrr(G) with XEbp, x$b,. Let N:= N,(P), C:= C,(P), and 
T: = O,,(C). Moreover, let b be the p-block of G with x E 6. Then P is a 
defect group of b and by R. Brauer’s First Main Theorem, there exists a 
unique p-block b’ of N with (b’)G = b. Let & be a p-block of C lying under 
b’; then there exists 4 E Irr( T) such that 5 = {A. x d/A E It-r(P)). If S denotes 
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the stabilizer of 8, then (ag/gE S/N} are the blocks lying under b’, i.e., the 
blocks which induce up to 6. Clearly, 4” is the unique irreducible Brauer- 
character in ag and R. Brauer’s Second Main Theorem says that x(xy) = 
c ZES,N d$dg(y). By the theory of cyclic defect groups (cf., for example, 
[2, Chap. VII], in particular Theorem 2.17), we are able to calculate ~(xJJ): 
Case 1. x is a non-exceptional character in b. Then d$ = E for some 
sign E E { 1, -1). By (d), we get 0 = C, dg(?)). Hence C, 4” is a generalized 
character of Q vanishing on all generators of Q. Thus, q must divide its 
degree, i.e., q 1 IN : SI d(1). But since (q, JN : Sl) = 1, we conclude q 1 d( 1). 
As 4 E Bg)( T), 4 lies (by induction) in a q-block of full defect, and since the 
Sylow q-subgroup of T is cyclic, 4 has height zero (cf. [2, Chap. VII, 
Theorem 2.16]), which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. x is an exceptional character in 6. Then we have for some sign 
6E (1,-l>, q$=wA ChES nhg(x). Since S fixes a, S also fixes 4 and 
hence 
0 =x(x-v) = c 6 c lhg(x) fp(y) 
gESIN hcC/S 
= 6 1 1 n”g(x) fjh”(y) 
g  h 
=s c c l”(x) d”“(Y) 
he ClI,v(-J) geId.1)lN 
=d 1 P(X) 
gEI,v(/l)/N 
( c 
h E C,fI,v(I) 
m*gc,9). 
Since 1 N : IN(ll)I < p, {l”(x)/g E IN(J.)/N} is linearly independent over 
Q(t), where < is a primitive IQ1 th root of unity. Hence we get 
c heC/f,,r(I) dhb’)=O. Thus &~C,I~~(A) 4 h is a generalized character of Q 
vanishing on all generators of Q, and we obtain a contradiction exactly as 
in case 1. 
(f) b, is the principal n-block of G: By construction, b, is a union 
of p-blocks, and by (e), 6, is a union of q-blocks for all q E ‘/t - (p}, so that 
b, is a union of rc-blocks of G. Let B be a n-block of G with B c 6,. By (a), 
we have B;;‘( C,(P) j = U 5, where b” runs over all p-blocks of C,(P) with 
6’ E b,, i.e., Bg’(C,(P)) = U” Us 8, w h ere b runs over all p-blocks of G 
with b E b, and 5 runs over all p-blocks of C,(P) with gG = b. By Lemma 
1.3, we obtain Bg)(C,(P)) = Ub b(x), where b runs over all p-blocks of G 
contained in b,. Hence Br)(C,(P)) 2 Ub b(x), where b runs over all 
p-blocks of G contained in B and therefore Bg)(C,(P)) 2 B(x), which 
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means by Theorem 1.4 that Bg’(C,(P))= B(X). But this holds for each 
rr-block B contained in b,, so that Theorem 1.4 shows that B = 6,. Since 
b, contains the principal p-block by construction, we have b, = BP’(G). 
(gj For all p E rr, we have that Bc’(C,(Q,(H))) is the only z-block 
of C,(O,(H)j with (1, Bg)(G)c (O,(H), Bg)(C,(J2,(H)))): Let P= U,(H) 
and B a n-block of C,(P) with (1, Bg)(G)) c (P, B). Let 8 be a p-block of 
C,(P) with 5~ 8. Then (1, gG) E (P, 6) and 8’~ Bg)(,Gj by Corollary 
1.7(b). Now (f) shows that gGsbp, and by (a) we get 8r Bt’(C,(Pj). 
(h) For all PE n and for all PC O,(H), we have that BF’(C,(p)j is 
the only z-block of Cc(F) with (I, B?‘(G)) s (P, Bg’C,(p)): Let B be a 
z-block of C,(H) with (1, Br’(G)) E (P, 3). By (g}, we also have 
(1 Bb”‘(G))c(P B’“‘(C (P))) so that by Theorem 1.6, we conclude (P, B) 
G’(P, B~‘(C,(P~)).‘NOLZ Proposition 1.17 shows that B= Bb”‘(C,(~j). 
(i) Final Conclusion: Let K be any subgroup of H and let A be a 
n-block of C,(K) with (1, Bg’(G)j z (K, A). Let p E rr such that p ( IRl and 
let i? : = OJK). By Theorem 1.6, there exists a unique z-block B of C,(P) 
with (P, B)E (K, A). Then (1, Bg’(G)) g (i3, 8) and (h) shows that 
B= Bg’(C,(P)). Hence (p, Br)(CG(p))) c (K, A). Let U := C,(P) = 
PC&P), so that (P, Bg)(C,(p))) c (K, A) inside U, also. By Proposition 
1.9, we have (1, Bg’( U) E (P, Br’(C,(p))), thus (.l, Bgj( U)) L (K, A) 
inside U. Moreover, since C,,(O,.(K)) = C,;(K) = C,(K), (O,.(K), A) and 
(K, A) are rc-subpairs of U and Proposition 1.9 yields (O,.(K), A) c (K, ,4) 
inside U. Hence (1, Bg’( U)) c (C?,.(K), A ), and by induction, we have that 
A = BI;‘(C,(O,,(K)j) = Bg’(C,(Kj). The proof is complete. 
We want to close this paper with an illustration of what can happen even 
if G has a cyclic Hall n-subgroup. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let G E J4 and let rc = { 5, 7 >. Then G has a cyclic Hall 
n-subgroup H = P x Q, where 1 P[ = 5 and lQl= 7. We consider the 
5-blocks of defect 1 of G which are not contained in the principal x-block 
B,; then we have in the notation of the Aachen-Cas-System 
The 7-blocks of defect 1 which are not contained in B, are 
a4= (~~2~ x19, x30, ;54ly xjoj and a5 = 1x9, xloy x45T x49, hoI. 
Since x2,, xzs, x31, x33, x34 and all characters in b, and b, have 7-defect 0 
and x9, xlo, x6,,, x,~, and x41 have 5-defect 0: we obtain the n-blokes 
B, = b, u as, B: = b7 u a4, B, = b8, B, = b, and some rc-blocks of defect 0 
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which are not contained in B,. Since H = C,(H), C,(H) has only one 
rc-block, so that by Proposition 1.17, there cannot exist a rc-block A of 
C,(H) with (1, Bi) c (H, A) for some 1 <i< 4. Thus, H is not a defect 
group of Bi. 
We show that B, and B, have defect groups P and Q (and all their con- 
jugates), whereas B, and B, have defect group P; nevertheless, a version of 
Brauer’s First Main Theorem for rc-blocks holds in this case: Let 1 d i < 4. 
Then there exists a 5-block hi of C,(P) with (1, bi) c (P, b!), but as H is 
not a defect group of Bi, bj consists only of characters of 7-defect 0, so that 
Bi : = bj is a z-block of C,(P) with (1, Bi) c (P, Bi), and by R. Brauer’s 
extended First Main Theorem, BI is determined up to conjugacy in N,(P). 
Analogously, for i= 1, 2, we have K-blocks Ai of C,(Q) with (1, Bij c 
(Q, A:) which are determined up to conjugacy in NJQ). For i = 3, 4, such 
n-blocks AI do not exist, because all characters in Bi have 7-defect 0. 
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